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ABSTRACT:

Digital airborne camera systems and their high geometric resolution demand for new algorithms and procedures of image data analysis
and interpretation. Parameters describing image quality are necessary for various fields of application (e.g. sensor and mission de-
sign, sensor comparison, algorithm development, in-orbit-behaviour of instruments). The effective sensor resolution is one important
parameter which comprehensively estimates the optical quality of a given imaging sensor-lens combination. Although determination
of resolving power is a well-studied field of research, there are still some scientific questions to be answered when it comes to a stan-
dardized (eventually absolute) determination. This is also research object of a committee of the ”German Institute for Standardization“
and the given contribution outlines the current state of investigation concerning effective resolving power for airborne camera systems.
Therefore an approach using signal processing techniques to calculate the effective image resolution will be described. The open
scientific issues will be introduced, explained and answered to some extend.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effective geometric resolution is an essential parameter of
imaging systems as it defines the detail of information in any im-
age taken by this camera configuration. This is why resolution
estimation is of such importance to quantify the potential of this
camera.

Resolution is defined in different ways. A common and well-
known criterion was introduced by Rayleigh (Born and Wolf,
1999). There, the response of an imaging system when illumi-
nated with a point light source is defined respectively approxi-
mated by a sine cardinal function. Further, Rayleigh defines a res-
olution limit as the minimal distance between two sources where
they are still discriminable. Using the definition that point light
sources are approximated as sine cardinal functions the resolu-
tion limit is reached if the first maximum position of one function
is identical to the first minimum of the other function. In air-
borne scenarios, on the other hand, image resolution is calculated
as pixel-size multiplied by flight altitude divided by focal dis-
tance. In almost all cases these calculated values differ from de
facto resolution due to numerous reasons (e.g. used lens and aper-
ture, motion during exposure). The resulting, measurable resolu-
tion therefore can be defined as effective resolution or resolving
power.

Although determination of resolving power is a well-studied field
of research, there are still some scientific questions to be an-
swered when it comes to a standardized (eventually absolute)
determination. This is also research object of a committee of
the ”German Institute for Standardization“ and the given contri-
bution outlines the current state of investigation concerning ef-
fective resolving power for airborne camera systems. Therefore
basic radiometric characteristics are discussed in section 2 fol-
lowed by describing methods for resolving power determination
(bar targets and signal processing technique) in section 3.
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The open scientific issues will be introduced, explained and an-
swered to some extend in section 4 (e.g. Siemens star center ac-
curacy, used De-mosaicing method).

In the following this paper attends to visualize the influence of
resolving power on the later (classical) photogrammetric work-
flow. The camera is the primary sensor for photogrammetric pro-
cessing as it delivers the observations of which the later prod-
ucts (tie points for bundle adjustment, sparse and dense 3D point
clouds) are being derived. In general one may expect more reli-
able tie point features, better geometric performance of the bun-
dle block and subsequent dense image matching for sharper input
images.

To support this, a real UAV-based data set from DLRs MACS
Micro camera system (Kraft et al., 2016) was acquired over a
photogrammetric test site. A bundle block adjustment was cal-
culated for all 632 images in cross-flight configuration (overlap:
80% in flight direction, 60% across flight direction). A high pre-
cise geodetic network with 45 signalized points has been applied
out of which 5 points served as control points and the remaining
40 points were used as check points. In a second run the original
632 images have been blurred through Gaussian blur filter and
the bundle block was recalculated. Related experiment descrip-
tion and obtained results are given in section 5.

2. RADIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS

Radiometric quality of a sensor system is causally determined by
multiple factors. Light rays which are being reflected by an object
and detected by a camera sensor partially traverse the atmosphere
and lose some of their energy due to diffusion and absorption. In
airborne applications this part could be considered very small and
won’t be discussed further here.

Next the light passes a (complex) lens system where an aperture is
integrated and limits the effective solid angles for every ray. As
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a consequence the aperture directly affects the amount of light
which in turn determines the amount of photons that reach the
sensor plane and contribute to the imaging process. The smaller
the aperture is chosen the more diffraction of light limits a sharp
optical imaging. On the other hand, if the aperture is chosen
too large spherical and chromatic aberrations gain influence. The
amount of photons passing through the lens system and reaching
the sensor at a distinct time frame directly influences the expo-
sure time needed to create an equivalent sensor signal. In aerial
photogrammetry the exposure time however affects a sharp opti-
cal imaging in terms of motion blur that is a result of the systems
change of location / movement whilst the sensor is exposed. This
change of location (translative or rotative) can be compensated
with stabilized mounts and several aerial camera systems offer
some techniques. But many systems (especially for UAV applica-
tions) retain as additional parts increase the total weight limiting
flight endurance and operation time. Still, situation is changing,
when looking on the video recording. Here quite sophisticated
stabilized mounts are available to minimize blur in images. The
influence of image blur, comparing imaging in static (laboratory)
and dynamic (operating) conditions has been shown in Kraft et
al. (2016b).

Another interfering aspect is the gain of shading (or inverse the
luminous intensity decrease) starting from the principle point to
image corners. This effect is often described as vignetting and
is caused by the lens system itself and by the integrated aper-
ture. The vignetting can be measured and corrected as an im-
age processing step whilst determine the Photo Response Non-
Uniformity (PRNU) (Kraft et al., 2016a). After the light rays
passed the lens system they hit the sensor surface. That is the
part of the camera system that creates a digital interpretable sig-
nal directly depending on the amount of collected photons during
the exposure time window. The quality of that signal is affected
by several electronic components (e.g. sensor read-out electronic,
analog-digital converter). A measure of this quality is the signal
noise ratio (SNR). The SNR also is characterized by a) the am-
bient noise level that unavoidably occurs when a semi-conductor
is connected to its supply voltage and b) to the photo-effective
area of each sensor element (pixel). The larger the effective area
the more photons contribute to the signal assuming identical time
frames and therefore increase the signal. The electronic ambient
noise can be determined pixel by pixel as part of the Dark Signal
Non-Uniformity (DSNU) (Kraft et al., 2016a).

During post-processing images of sensors using micro filter pat-
terns (e.g. Bayer pattern) for color acquisition need to be con-
verted from fractured color array to true color array. The chosen
de-mosaicing (or de-bayering) method directly affects the effec-
tive resolving power (Meißner et al., 2017).

3. DETERMINATION OF RESOLVING POWER

Sharpness as an image property is characterized by the modula-
tion transfer function (MTF) which is the spatial frequency re-
sponse of an imaging system to a given illumination. “High spa-
tial frequencies correspond to fine image detail. The more ex-
tended the response, the finer the detail - the sharper the image.”
(Mix, 2005).

The effective image resolution or resolving power of an imaging
device can be determined in different ways. A classic approach
is the use of defined test charts (e.g. USAF resolution test chart
with groups of bars). There, the (subjectively) identified image

Figure 1. Designated test pattern Siemens star (left), radial
modulation analysis (top-right), resulting MTF and PSF
(bottom-right).

resolution corresponds to that distance where the smallest group
is still discriminable. This is very similar to the Rayleigh crite-
rion (Born and Wolf, 1999) that defines the minimum distance
between two point sources in order to be resolved by an imaging
system. Besides subjective components included in this process
the function values (resolving power) are discrete instead of con-
tinuous, depending on resolution steps between groups of bars.

To reduce subjective influence with bar charts during the deter-
mination process and to convert discrete function values to con-
tinuous some approaches use signal processing techniques to cal-
culate the effective image resolution. The method described by
Reulke et al. (2004, 2006) is one of the latter approaches. There,
the contrast transfer function (CTF), modulation transfer function
(MTF) and subsequently point spread function (PSF) is calcu-
lated for images with a designated test pattern (e.g. Siemens star).
According to the above mentioned approaches the smallest rec-
ognizable detail or “the resolution limit is reached if the distance
between two points leads to a certain contrast in image intensity
between the two maxima.” Using a priori knowledge of the orig-
inal scene (well-known Siemens star target) CTF, MTF and PSF
are approximated by a Gaussian shape function (see Figure 1).

Coordinate axis X for CTF and MTF is the spatial frequency f
(eq. 1) and is calculated as quotient of target frequency fs divided
by current scan radius r multiplied by π. Target frequency fs is
constant and equivalent to the number of black-white segments of
the well-known Siemens star. Related (initially discrete) values
for contrast transfer function Cd (f) are derived using intensity
maximum Imax and minimum Imin for every scanned circle (eq.
2). Simultaneously the function value is normalized to contrast
level C0 at spatial frequency equal to 0 (infinite radius). Contin-
uous function values C are derived by fitting a Gaussian function
into discrete input data (eq. 3). According to Coltman (1954) the
obtained CTF describes the system response to a square wave in-
put while MTF is the system response to a sine wave input. The
proposed solution is a normalization with π

4
followed by series

expansion using odd frequency multiples (eq. 4). MTF describes
the effective resolving power in frequency domain while PSF is
the image domain equivalent. For this reason both functions are
linked directly by fourier transform (eq. 5).

f =
fs
πr

(1)

Cd (f) =
Imax (f)− Imin (f)
Imax (f) + Imin (f)

∗ 1

C0
(2)
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There are several criteria for the resolving power of cameras.
The parameter σ (standard deviation) of the PSF (Gaussian-shape
function) is one criterion. It directly relates to image space and
can be seen as objective measure to compare different camera per-
formances. Another criterion is the spatial frequency where the
MTF reaches a certain (minimal-) value (i.e. 10%, MTF10). The
reciprocal of this frequency is the approximation for the number
of the smallest line per pixel. The width of PSF at half the height
of the maximum is another criterion (full width half maximum -
FWHM).

4. STANDARDIZATION ASPECTS

Standardized procedures in terms of repeatable and comparable
measurements for resolving power is research object of a commit-
tee of the ”German Institute for Standardization“. When looking
down the path to define a standard for the determination process
there are still some scientific questions to be answered. This sec-
tion explains these open questions, categorizes the issue’s origin
(e.g. algorithmics or measurement arrangement) and provides an-
swers to some extend.

4.1 Comparison with slanted edge approach and bar target
method

Given the variety of approaches and techniques to determine
the effective resolving power of airborne images it is consis-
tently necessary to compare their respective results and answer
the question if used techniques do or do not perform equivalently
and what are reasons for particular observations. Contemplated
approaches are: bar targets (e.g. USAF resolution test chart with
groups of bars), slanted-edge method (Burns, 2000) and the ap-
proach described in section 3.

4.2 Influence of test target inclination

There are two basic assumptions regarding the used approach
for resolving power determination described in section 3. First
premise is best as possible center position estimation, explained
in sub-section 4.3. The second assumption is an orthogonal im-
age acquisition configuration (see Figure 2, left). According to
equation (1) the test pattern imaging is scanned in concentric cir-
cles. If given configuration violates this premise the measurement
unavoidably will be falsified (see Figure 2, right). In airborne sce-
narios sensor inclination can be reduced (e.g. stabilized mounts)
but not entirely excluded.

There are three possible solutions at this point. In terms of defin-
ing a standardized process it could be appropriate to set a maxi-
mum inclination angle (e.g. ±5 degree). While this would pre-
serve quality of the measurement it is assumingly difficult to op-
erate in airborne scenarios. Another solution is to determine the

inclination angle (external measurement or included markers) and
to rectify the image accordingly. However, this approach de-
mands for image re-sampling and affects the measurement de-
pending on chosen interpolation method. As an alternative it
could be appropriate to transform the sampling pattern to image
space with derived homography parameters (Hartley and Zisser-
man, 2004) and conduct all scans using the new (local) coordi-
nates system.

Figure 2. Orthogonal image acquisition configuration (left),
inclined image acquisition configuration (right)

4.3 Siemens star center position

Within the process of MTF / PSF estimation the centre of the
Siemens star resolution target has to be identified. Most often this
is done by manual measurement. The correctness of this manual
centering will influence the later MTF and PSF measurement. In
order to clarify this, the corresponding MTF and PSF has been
calculated from slightly different star centre measurements, vary-
ing in a given pixel neighbourhood window (e.g. ±6px) and sub-
pixel step size. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that there
are negligible variations in PSF only in very close vicinity (e.g.
±1px) of the centre but there is significant decrease in PSF esti-
mation with increasing distance from the true position of Siemens
star centre.

Figure 3. Plot of σ PSF in relation to Siemens star center
position

Conclusion at this point, besides correct centre position determi-
nation (using external markers or geodetic survey) a derived con-
fidence level in close surrounding of the initial centre position
(see Figure 3) can be helpful to validate the quality.
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4.4 Normalization of contrast magnitude

The normalization factor C0 according to equation (2) is the in-
tensity ratio at spatial frequency f equal to zero (infinite radius
r). Based on the fact that an image does not yield information for
an infinite radius it is common to use intensity ratio provided by
the largest available circle (see Figure 1). However, if the desig-
nated test pattern is too small (or the imaging distance too large)
it can not be guaranteed that the outermost circle’s intensity ratio
is equivalent to maximum intensity ratio of the lens-sensor com-
bination to be measured.

This leads to the conclusion that either minimum size of the
Siemens star has to be defined (e.g. in relation to an approximate
of effective ground resolution) or sufficiently large normalization
patterns (black-white) need to be included.

4.5 Mathematical PSF and MTF approximation and transi-
tion

The two-dimensional PSF is approximated with a Gaussian-
bell function under the assumption of a rotation symmetrical
lens-sensor PSF. Hence, the one-dimensional PSF is derived as
cross-section of the Gaussian-bell. The one dimensional PSF as
Gaussian-shape function, however, requires the shape of MTF to
be a Gaussian-shape function, too (see eq. 5).

This leads to two open issues.

First, is the approach approximating CTF, MTF and subsequently
PSF according to equation (3),(4) and (5) with Gaussian-shape
functions applicable? Or would it be more precise calculat-
ing discrete inverse Fourier transformation using discrete non-
approximated input data? A further option is to use continuous
polynomial approximated input data. But both in turn would
eliminate σ of PSF as quality parameter and raise the question
for an alternative criterion.

Second, is the approach approximating PSF with a 2D-Gaussian
bell function accurate enough? Or would it be better to measure
a 2D-MTF (then closely related to slanted-edge methods) and ex-
pand equation (5) to a 2D-Fourier transformation?

4.6 De-Mosaicing method

The predominant majority of colour cameras use micro filter
arrays (one filter evaporated onto every single pixel, so-called
Bayer-pattern) to capture colour information. The array usually
is arranged with alternating colour filters (e.g. green – red) for a
single sensor line and then a complementary arrangement in the
following sensor line (e.g. blue – green), etc. During the colour
reconstruction process the missing information is determined by
interpolating between the neighbourhood values. Hence, demo-
saicing or debayering is another factor influencing image resolu-
tion and the corresponding measurement.

The simplest way to restore the missing information is to interpo-
late each channel separately using neighbouring values. bi-linear
interpolation is the most commonly used mode, but it would be
possible to use nearest neighbour or bi-cubic interpolation in-
stead. This method is efficient and straight forward to implement,
but images will exhibit colour fringing at edges.

VNG (Various Number of Gradients) reduces colour fringing by
using edge detection (Chang et al., 1999). A set of 8 gradients is

Figure 4. Comparison of different de-mosaicing methods for
(R)ed, (G)reen and (B)lue channel

calculated for each pixel by comparing values in the 5x5 neigh-
bourhood. The gradient is calculated by summing up the absolute
difference of like-coloured pixels. A threshold is used to deter-
mine if the pixel lies on a smooth area and averaging can be used
to approximate the missing values, or if the pixel lies on a steep
gradient, where it is better to use one of two neighbouring values.

The Adaptive Homogeneity-Directed (AHD) demosaicing ap-
proach (Hirakawa and Parks, 2005) identifies three different
classes of artifacts: misguidance colour artifacts, interpolation
colour artifacts and aliasing. They set out to minimize aliasing by
using filter-bank techniques. Misguidance colour artifacts, which
arise when the direction of interpolation is erroneously selected
(interpolation along an object boundary is preferable to interpo-
lation across the boundary), are addressed through a nonlinear it-
erative process. The image is interpolated twice - once vertically
fh and once horizontally fv . The final output f is calculated by
combing fh and fv based on a homogeneity matrix Hf which
aims to minimize colour artifacts.

MHC is a simpler algorithm than VNG or AHD, it has higher
performance than such nonlinear algorithms and doesn’t suffer
from artefacts due to (sometimes wrong) assumptions about gra-
dients in the image (Malvar et al., 2004). It works linearly in a
5x5 neighbourhood by first filling in values using bilinear interpo-
lation. It tries to analyse local luminance changes by comparing
the actual value at the current pixel position to the value arrived at
by interpolating same-colour neighbours. It then factors a corre-
sponding gain term when calculating the other two colour values
at the same position.

Finally, the iterative DCB algorithm is included. It is largely un-
documented, but an open source implementation which performs
well is available. (Góźdź, 2009).

Figure 4 provides a comparison of all described de-mosaicing
methods using the resolution determination approach described
in section 3. All approaches except bi-linear interpolation dif-
fer only by ±3%. Further investigations will have to clarify if
these differences between de-mosaicing methods remain stable
for other optic-lens combinations.
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5. SIMULATED IMPACT OF IMAGE SHARPNESS ON
BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT

As stated in section 1 the camera is primary sensor for further
photogrammetric processing as it delivers the observations of
which the later products (tie points for bundle adjustment, sparse
and dense 3D point clouds) are being derived. To support this, a
real UAV-based data set from DLRs MACS Micro camera system
(Kraft et al., 2016) was acquired over a photogrammetric test site.

5.1 Simulation Setup

A bundle block adjustment was calculated for all 632 images in
cross-flight configuration (overlap: 80% in flight direction, 60%
across flight direction, see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Block configuration

A high precise geodetic network with 45 signalized points has
been applied out of which 5 points served as control points and
the remaining 40 points were used as check points. In a second
run the original 632 images have been blurred through Gaussian
blur filter (see Figure 6) and the bundle block was recalculated.

Figure 6. Visual impression of original image (left) and the same
image blurred by Gaussian filter (right)

5.2 Results

It is shown that both the number of detected features and check
point accuracy decreases. Figure 7 compares both results.

While total amount of automatic extracted SIFT-features de-
creases by 8.2% the amount of valid features used for bundle
block adjustment diminishes by 13.7% from original to blurred

images. Resulting 3D-Error differs by 18.6% with Z-Error com-
ponent (19.9%) as main factor of influence. Based on the assump-
tion that real lens systems not only are degraded through Gaus-
sian blur but also aberration effects, the real differences could
assumingly be even higher than within this simulation.

Figure 7. Simulated effects of image sharpness on bundle block
adjustment for original images (left), blurred images (right) and
corresponding differences (center)

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The significance of effective geometric resolution as an essential
quality parameter of imaging systems has been accentuated and
corresponding measurement methods have been described. Ensu-
ing open issues defining a standardized process using signal pro-
cessing techniques have been categorizes with respect to origin
(e.g. algorithmics or measurement arrangement) and answered to
some extend.

Future work is going to deepen the investigation and thoroughly
clarify all open issues as support to research of the ”German In-
stitute for Standardization“.
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